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Lucky Gunner - Cheap Ammo For Sale


        	In Stock
    LuckyGunner.com has a live inventory system that removes any out-of-stock items from our website the moment the last unit is ordered. 
If you see it, we have it in stock and ready to ship.

  
	Fast Shipping
	$100 Guarantee
  	We guarantee the products shown on our site are in-stock.  If we make a mistake and an item in your order is out of stock, we will give you a $100 store credit.
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                Overview

                
                    Quantity - Ten 333 round packs per case

Manufacturer - Winchester Ammunition Company

Bullet - 36 grain copper-plated hollow-point (CPHP)

Casing - Rimfire-primed brass                                                        
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                	Manufacturer	Winchester
	Condition	New
	Bullet Weight	36 Grain
	Bullet Type	Copper-Plated Hollow-Point (CPHP)
	Ammo Casing	Brass
	Quantity	3,330
	Ammo Caliber	.22 Long Rifle (LR)
	Manufacturer SKU	22LR333HP
	Primer Type	Rimfire
	Muzzle Velocity (fps)	1280
	Muzzle Energy (ft lbs)	131
	Attracts Magnet	No
	UPC Barcode	00020892102224
	Cost Per Round	7.2¢ per round


            
            
                Use Type            

            
                                                    
                        
                            

                        

                        
                            Range Training                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            

                        

                        
                             Varmint Hunting                        

                    

                            

        

                        See More Information
        

        
                
        Manufactured by the legendary Winchester Ammunition Company, this product is brand new, brass-cased, and non-corrosive. It is a staple hunting, plinking, and target practice ammunition.



The copper-plated hollow-point bullet is designed for rapid expansion on impact. Even if you do not need a hollow-point bullet, this product is an economical and reliable general use ammunition.  



Winchester began offering its quality product in 1873 and has been providing the citizens and military of the United States with the same standard of quality ever since.     

        

    




    
    
    Customer Reviews

    
            
    Leave a review
    All reviews are checked by our customer service team before they are published on our site. We reserve the right to delete reviews which contain vulgar language or other inappropriate comments such as links.
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                            Terrible for all 3 of my .22 LR guns
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                                                                by Ruger on 11/2/2023
                            

                            This ammo is horrendous.  It would fail to eject  in all 3 of my .22LR guns - at least 30% of the time - sometimes more and in high quality firearms. My brand new Ruger Mark IV -jammed/failed to eject every other round - my Henry single shot - fail to extract / eject ever other round - it made what should have been a positive experience shooting w my son very frustrating.  The lowest end of my firearms used, but by no means bad quality, my Savage Arms 10 shot rifle - same story - fail to extract / eject.  Just wasted money. 
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                                                                by Mikey in Florida on 7/12/2023
                            

                            I bought this in January, 2023 and am completely disappointed in Winchester as I believe their quality control is completely gone. I have tried this ammo  in my Ruger MKIV 22/45 which has shot everything I have put in it, Norma, Federal, Remington, Aguila and CCI. I get at least on FTF and sometimes more in every 10 round magazine. The brass will show a primer strike but does not fire. I have been shooting for over 60 years and have fired thousands of Winchester (a lot purchased in 50 round yellow cardboard boxes), but I will never buy it again. This is in no way a criticism of Lucky Gunner, the price for this ammo was good and your service excellent. Plus I enjoy the articles by Chris, so keep up the good work. I have tried this ammo in three other .22's with the same experience.
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                            Best bulk pricing I found online, runs great on all my firearms
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                                                                by ReconJack on 3/29/2023
                            

                            American made and American ran!  No issues outside of the ordinary 22 stuff in any of my firearms.  Arrived well packaged on time without issue.  A++
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                                                                by Che on 3/20/2023
                            

                            Great communication fast delivery overall great experience 
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                                                                by SamJ on 2/14/2023
                            

                            You just can not go wrong with any purchase from Lucky Gunner.

Always quality product and great prices.

Glad I found Lucky Gunner, As Arnie would say ... "I'll be back"

Thank you Chris and Angela

The description was accurate, and yes I would buy again & also recommend it to a friend
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                            Stay away from cheap ammo; you get what you pay for.
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                                                                by Charles on 12/19/2022
                            

                            The onsite description of the product is accurate, however it is only a physical description of the product; no mention of how the product performs. On opening one of the bulk boxes I found a bullet had separated from it's case. At the range out of 100 rounds there were 4 rounds that did not fire and 5 miss feeds. The firearm used was a brand new never fired Glock 44. Do not buy Winchester 3,300 22 Long Rifle rounds.
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                                                                by Steve S. on 10/30/2012
                            

                            I bought this ammo for plinking and pest control. I've fired over 1000 rounds in my 10-22 and it's been great. No FTF or FTE and very accurate. And LuckyGunner never disappoints with prompt delivery and great prices. I only shop on this site and don't plan on stopping any time soon.
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                                                                by Hack on 10/18/2012
                            

                            Great shipping and price from Lucky Gunner. I have put about 1700 rounds through my Henry AR7 Survival rifle and Rugger SR22 pistol.  Had only one failure to fire.  Also had about a dozen or 2 feeding/clearing issues which were easily corrected by manually sliding the bolt.  Best of all, the copper plating keeps both firearms relatively clean compared to some of the really cheap ammo.  So while I did not rate the quality as perfect, at under 5 cents per round, the value is excellent.   
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                                                                by Hack on 10/13/2012
                            

                            Great price and shipping from Lucky Gunner. Put 1700 rounds through my Ruger SR22  and Henry AR-7 Survival Rifle.  The only real problems that I had were in the Henry with aftermarket 15 round mags (multiple failures to feed and eject).  All rounds fired.  With the stock Henry 8 round mag and the SR22 I had just a hand full of failure to feeds out of about 1600 round which were easily rectified by manually sliding the bolt.   
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                                                                by jeric on 5/25/2011
                            

                            Was glad to see that a former review was correct that this ammo feeds well in my Walther P22.  Absolutely no misfeeds or malfunctions.  I may run out of this stuff when I have a long white beard!
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                                                                by Lockster on 2/24/2011
                            

                            Bought these hollow points for the range. Dont know enough about ammo to review perfomrance but I can review the value and service from Luckygunner - Excellent !
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                                                                by Dennis LArgo FL on 1/17/2011
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                                                                by Door gunner on 1/2/2011
                            

                            This ammunition arrived ahead of schedule!  The service was very good.  Fired over 700 rounds in short bursts and double taps in a Tec22, GSG 5, Ruger 10/22, and M4 (Ops) with zero problems.  It isn’t easy to find any comparable price deals like this in California.    
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                                                                by keefus on 12/16/2010
                            

                            I have fired over 600 rounds and no misfires to date.
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                                                                by axelSteve on 11/20/2010
                            

                            We took the 333 pack with us with 3 different rifles. A ruger 10/22 a remington that I forget the model and  my marlin 60.It shot weell and straight and the only jamming was due to my marlin being dirty.my marlin was so dirty that any ammo would have jammed. Not a blip from the ruger and remington though. buy it now while you can. Axelsteve
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                                                                by Troop on 10/8/2010
                            

                            2 jams out of 250 rounds, accurate using the Ruger Mark III. and an old Stevens semi auto rifle.
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                                                                by Kerubiel Kruv on 10/5/2010
                            

                            I've heard alot of bad reviews about my Walther P22 and this ammo being too large for accuracy, chambering, and ejecting. So far one box down, 333 rounds in one session, and I had no problems from ammo or pistol.  - Beyond Satisfied.

Could be just luck of the Irish! 

 ;>) 

LOL!
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                                                                by Kristopher on 9/12/2010
                            

                            Cheap cheap cheap. That's for sure. Bought this based on reviews and I'll stand up and yell, along with multiple other people at the shoot, that this ammo is garbage as far as any type of accuracy is concerned, at least in my colt m-16 and a ruger rifle among others. I didn't have any duds or misfires per se, but it was pretty close more than once. Also, accuracy is not a strong point here ladies and gentleman. I will say though, if your gun likes this ammo, power to you. I made an emergency switch to Winchester wildcat (it's what was available)  and all problems vanished.  
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                                                                by digger on 8/25/2010
                            

                            multiple clips through s&w m&p 15-22 and ruger mkIII. flawless operation from both with this ammo.

will definately purchase again and always from Lucky Gunner. Great Service.
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                                                                by deadeyedick on 8/5/2010
                            

                            LuckyGunner.com is an outstanding experience:  excellent customer service; super fast shipping; and great value.  I've told everyone I know (and also I lot Idon't) about LuckyGunner.com
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                                                                by LONG RIFLE, BLU FOX 1 on 7/20/2010
                            

                            GOOD TARGET AND HUNTING ROUND FOR ALL AROUND USE. 



SHIPPING CHARGES AND DELIVERY TIMES:

IMPRESSIVE, ARRIVED IN PERFECT CONDITION AND TOOK SHIPPING EXTREMELY WELL. 



AFTER MANY OTHER EXPERIENCES w/ OTHER AMMO OUTLETS - THIS IS THE BEST PRICED AND BEYOND A DOUBT THE ONLY COMPANY TO DATE THAT HAS PROVIDED EVERYTHING THEY PROMISED ON THE WEBSITE, ALSO NOW THE ONLY COMPANY I WILL DO BUSINESS WITH. 



FOOTNOTE: IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS REGARDING, QUANTITY / QUALITY / PACKAGING / SHIPPING / RETURNS & POLICIES - CALL THEM !!!



CALL THEM !!! THEY ARE EXPERT IN THEIR REPLIES AND SPECIFIC DETAILS, LEAVING NO ROOM FOR SURPRISE OR DISSAPOINTMENT! ! ! BEST COMPANY I'VE DEALT WITH IN THE LAST 30 YEARS, HANDS DOWN THANK YOU ALL @ LUCKY GUNNER !!!



"BLU FOX 1" CPL, 1/5 WEAPONS CO. U.S.M.C.
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                            at bargan prices, quick shipment
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							Rate this product!
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							Rate this product!

                                                            
                            						

													
					*Summary of Review
					
					Example: Affordable and reliable range ammo.

				

				
					*Nickname
					
					Example: JediMike

				

                                    
                        Thank you for taking the time to submit your thoughts on these rounds. Please include your email address so we can get in touch with you with any follow up questions or to solve any problems that you encountered. We're better when we're able to learn from each other and the entire shooting community thanks you for sharing your experience!
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					*Comments:
					
				

			

			
            
				Did the description onsite accurately describe the product?Yes
No


            
				Would you purchase this product again or recommend it to a friend?Yes
No


            
				This product aside, would you purchase from us again?Yes
No
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        Questions & Answers    

    
        
        
            Ask a Question
            Our customer service team has published this Q&A information as a free service to the shooting community.
            Please note that LuckyGunner.com expressly disclaims any and all liability with regard to how the shooting community
            might use this Q&A information. See Terms of Use for more details.
        

                                    
                    Q: Will this ammo work in a ruger 10-22 LR with rotating magazine

                    
                        Posted On: 1/3/2023
                        By: Joe
                    

                    A: Yes sir, this ammo should function correctly in a 10/22!

                

                            
                    Q: Is this ammo ok for revolvers thks

                    
                        Posted On: 11/26/2022
                        By: Mike
                    

                    A: Yes sir, this ammo should function correctly in any 22 LR revolver.

                

        
    
        	
                
                    *Name
                    
                        
                        This will be displayed next to your question.

                    

                

                
                    *Email
                    
                        
                        This is where you will receive the answer to your question. Your email address will be kept private and only used to answer your question.
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            *I understand and accept the Terms of Use
        

        * Required Fields

        Submit question
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    Related Products


    
    Please click here for our current in stock specials on .22 Long Rifle (LR)!



        
        
            
                We also have this 22 LR - 36 Grain CPHP - Winchester - 333 Rounds ammo in stock in a smaller quantity.

                check it out here

            

        

        
            22 LR - 36 Grain CPHP - Winchester - 333 Rounds

            
                
                    
                        [image: 22 LR - 36 Grain CPHP - Winchester - 333 Rounds]
                    
                        
                    
                

            

                43 Review(s)
    

    
                    
                    $31.00                
        

                

                
                                        
                        8                        In Stock
                    

                                        9.3¢ per round

                                    

            

        

    

            
        You may also be interested in these .22 Long Rifle (LR) products:

        
                                    
                
                    [image: 22 LR - 36 gr CPHP - Federal Champion - 5250 Rounds]
                
                22 LR - 36 gr CPHP - Federal Champion - 5250 Rounds

    
                
                Regular Price:
                
                    $390.00                
            

            
                Special Price:
                
                    $340.00                
            

        

                    
                    
                

            

                50 Review(s)
    

            

                                                
                
                    [image: 22 LR - 40 Grain LRN - Federal AutoMatch Target - 3250 Rounds]
                
                22 LR - 40 Grain LRN - Federal AutoMatch Target - 3250 Rounds

    
                
                Regular Price:
                
                    $250.00                
            

            
                Special Price:
                
                    $205.00                
            

        

                    
                    
                

            

                24 Review(s)
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